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National Treasure III –
The Lost Premiums

Sue’s News
What is a Quality Audit,
How is it Achieved?
By Sue Grover, CPCU, APA, CIPA, President
The term “quality audit” means different
things to different people. For
everyone, though, a quality audit
is crucial to what we do in the premium
audit profession. To me, a quality audit
can be defined as one that develops the proper
exposures so that the proper premium can be
determined. A former manager of mine always
added, “and not one dollar more or one dollar less.”
Of course, that definition is just the tip of the quality
audit iceberg. For a detailed listing, please see the
NSIPA Quality Audit Standards, available in the
Members Only section at www.nsipa.org. NSIPA
developed these quality standards as a general
guideline. Company requirements should always
be taken into consideration.
Now that is has been defined, how do we achieve a
quality audit?
In order to get a quality audit, there must be at least
two things in place: education/training and
review/accountability.
Education/Training
How can an auditor perform a quality audit without
first knowing the rules in classification and
developing exposures? Therefore, education and
training is essential.
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Most companies already have internal education
and training programs in place. Whether the audit
trainee is an employee of a carrier or of a vendor,
the following educational and training resources
are available:
• PAAS Technical Achievement Program (TAP) –
This program is a good first step for the auditor
trainee. The course materials can be
downloaded, or hard copies can be ordered.
More details on this program can be found if
you click on the Premium Audit link under the
Product/Service Information section of the ISO
website at www.info.iso.com.
• On-the-Job Training – Once the audit trainee
has received background knowledge of the
audit process, they should travel with an
experienced auditor for a period of time. While
continued on page 3
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NSIPA Past Presidents
Dana Sparrow* ..........................1976 - 1977................."Des Moines, IA"
Carl Baderstcher*......................1977 - 1978................."Nashville, TN"
Lou Elfenbien* ...........................1978 - 1979................."Tulsa, OK"
James D. Lynn.............................1979 - 1980................."Honolulu, HI"
Harry A. Shumate......................1980 - 1981................."McAfee, NJ"
Kenneth Lundburg...................1981 - 1982................."Itasca, IL"
Al Cote* ........................................1982 - 1983................."Louisville, KY"
L. Jerry Thompson ....................1983 - 1984................."Oklahoma City, OK"
T. Sidney Brown Jr.....................1984 - 1985................."Long Beach, CA"
Jim Porter ....................................1985 - 1986................."Sturbridge, MA"
Josephine Marshall* ................1986 - 1987................."Indianapolis, IN"
F. Ronald Clopton*....................1987 - 1988................."Charleston, SC"
Frank A. Palmer..........................1988 - 1989................."New Orleans, LA"
Eugene D. Bowers Jr ................1989 - 1990................."Honolulu, HI"
Clarke E. Nichols ........................1990 - 1991................."Lake George, NY"
Anthony J. Iacono .....................1991 - 1992................."Milwaukee, WI"
Donald L. Holzemer .................1992 - 1993................."Atlanta, GA"
Bruce Paulson ............................1993 - 1994................."Austin, TX"
Ed Galloway ................................1994 - 1995................."Las Vegas, NV"
Loren McGlade ..........................1995 - 1997................."Pittsburgh, PA; St. Louis, MO"
Arv J. Hallstrom..........................1997 - 1998................."Tampa, FL"
Tony R. Gonzalez .......................1998 - 1999................."New Orleans, LA"
Ray E. Fitchner............................1999 - 2000................."San Francisco, CA"
Lisa A. Brien.................................2000 - 2001................."Honolulu, HI"
William Johnson........................2001 - 2002................."Philadelphia, PA"
Kelly Crowell ..............................2002 - 2004................."Kansas City, KS; Nashville, TN"
Fred L. Lowry Jr..........................2004 - 2005................."Las Vegas, NV"
Mario Fiel .....................................2005 - 2007................."Boston, MA; Chicago, IL"
(* denotes deceased)
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season, so we hope you enjoy this spring issue!

NEWSline
Sue’s News, cont.

educating a trainee about the rules is essential, that education should be
paired with practical training. An experienced auditor will be able to
show the trainee how to apply their newfound knowledge.

• Associate in Premium Auditing (APA) Program – The American Institute
for CPCU and the Insurance Institute of America offer the APA program. It
is an excellent program for both the new auditor, as well as the more
experienced auditor. More details on this program can be found in the
About Our Programs section of www.aicpcu.org.
• Seminars – Most of the regional auditor’s associations, NSIPA, and PAAS all
offer annual educational seminars. These seminars are designed to
provide continuing education to the premium audit industry.
• Networking – Yes, networking can be a source of education and training.
If an auditor has a question about an audit, they can go to their network
of premium audit professionals (co-workers, association contacts, etc.) for
an answer to that question.
Review/Accountability
To ensure consistency in performing quality audits, every company should
have a review process and an auditor accountability program in place.
• Review – The review process will fluctuate greatly between companies.
Some companies will review every audit, while other companies will
review only a sampling of audits. Most companies will have a more
stringent review process for trainees and will somewhat relax the process
as the auditor gains experience. Regardless of the process in place, the
important factor is that some kind of process is there.
• Accountability – It is important that there be a consequence to the
auditor in the event the review process uncovers errors. This is necessary
to ensure that the auditor continues to have a high degree of quality.
Although not true for everyone, human nature tends to let things slide
unless the person knows that their work is being watched and that there
are consequences for their actions. For example, some auditors will
always check all of the subcontractors for certificates, while other auditors
will not, unless there is guideline in place that says this must be done, a
review process to ensure that it is being done and a consequence in case
it is not being done. The consequence could be anything from a poor
performance review to a reduction in pay.
Regardless of how you define a quality audit, there must be procedures in
place in order to ensure consistent quality audits. The auditor must be
trained, their audits must be reviewed, and the auditor must be accountable
for their work. These procedures will vary among different companies, but in
successful companies or audit departments, each step will be there.
For additional information on quality audits, please see the Fall 2006 edition
of Newsline for an article entitled “Premium Auditor’s Professional Role in
Quality Audits,” by Sharon Engle.
Sue Grover is a regional manager with Chlystek & White Services, Inc. and serves
as the president for NSIPA. She also manages the field auditors in Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and a portion of Wisconsin.
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Member Spotlight:
Alfred Pagala

Describe your
educational
background.
After years of working
in the travel and
hospitality industry, I
decided to continue
my education at the
Kapiolani Community
College earning an
associate in accounting
degree with the intention of continuing
my education at the University of Hawaii.
How long have you been involved in
insurance premium auditing?
I’ve been involved in insurance premium
auditing for 27 and a half years. I enjoy
being out in the field meeting clients, and I
have made many friends during these past
years with clients and peers in the IAAW
and NSIPA.
How did you get involved with
the insurance premium auditing
profession, particularly with your
current employer?
While at Kapiolani, a friend of mine, who
was the premium audit manager at Island
Insurance asked me if I would consider
working as a premium auditor after
graduation, as he was being promoted to
manager of the excess lines department.
He kept asking me for six months if I
would consider it. I finally said yes, went in
for an interview, and got hired. And nearly
three decades later, I’m still with Island
Insurance and still in premium audit.
What are your job responsibilities?
As a field auditor, I do audits on workers’
compensation, general liability, and any
other policy with an adjustable premium
basis. I will do audits throughout the state
of Hawaii. Depending on the number of
audits that need to be done on the
neighbor islands, I fly over for a day or
overnight if necessary. I also assist the
underwriters should they have any
classification questions. I assist insureds in
preparing for an audit. In the past few
years, Island Insurance has been involved
in an intern program with several of the
universities here in Hawaii. Each

department at Island explains to the
interns the work process of their respective
departments. As a field auditor, I go over
the audit process with the interns, explain
why an audit is necessary, and will also
take them out in the field so they can
experience and see what is involved in the
audit process.
What interesting situations have you
encountered in the industry?
There have been so many. There was a
time I had to meet the insured’s
bookkeeper at her place of employment.
Since there was no office space for me to
do the audit, I had to take the books and
documents with me to the parking lot and
do the audit in my car. There was another
time when I met the insured at his office,
but there was no room for me, so I had to
do the audit in the stairwell. Those were
the days before technology.
What is the most difficult part of
your job?
Advising the insured that they
underestimated their exposure, and that
the audit developed an additional
premium. Also, that they were misclassified
on inception and letting them know what
the proper classification is.
How do NSIPA’s member services assist
your company’s auditors and audit
reviewers in completing their
premium audits?
I share with our audit department, as well
as our underwriting department,
information and educational materials I
receive when I attend the NSIPA and IAAW
annual seminars.
What types of audits do your company’s
auditors perform?
Island Insurance does audits on workers
compensation, general liability, and any
other policy written on an adjustable
premium basis.
Over the time that you've been involved
in your profession, has the industry
changed much? In what ways?
When I first started doing audits,
everything was done with an accountant’s
columnar pads and a calculator.
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Accounting
records were all
on an accountant
worksheet/pads and cards. Entries were
handwritten and it took a lot to
decipher/read the entries. Typewritten
forms were sometimes smudged because
of the carbon. Contacting your
appointment while on the road was quite
difficult. You either had to stop and use the
public phone or ask to use the telephone
before you leave for your next
appointment. With the advent of
notebooks, cell phones, etc., it makes it
easier to be in contact with your clients,
office, and to do the audit itself.
What do you feel are the major
challenges your industry faces today?
Most of the paper and pencil auditors like
me are ready to retire. The hiring, training,
and keeping of new auditors are a must.
I’ve seen companies who hire and train
new auditors only to see that after a few
months the new auditor feels that this is
not the profession for him and leaves. We
need to make sure the new auditor has
the knowledge and perseverance we
developed throughout the years in
this profession.
What advice would you give to someone
just entering or preparing to enter
your industry?
Be committed; learn as much as you can
about your new profession by taking
related courses. Develop your interpersonal skills. There are various websites
where you can learn about your new
profession. Become involved with the audit
associations such as the IAAW and NSIPA,
and attend their annual conferences.
Workshops presented at these conferences
are very educational. Whenever feasible,
attend a PAAS Seminar. Don’t be afraid to
ask questions.
What individuals have influenced your
professional career? How?
The first person that comes to mind is Terri
Pang, who I met when she was the audit
manager at the Hawaii Insurance Rating
Continued on page 26

Classification Corner

Legal Entity – Sole Proprietor

Sole Proprietorship

A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CAN HAVE ONLY
ONE OWNER.

This has been a topic of discussion in
previous years. However, it seems to have not
meant with acceptance. Every company
continued to treat all Mr. & Mrs. as partners.

Changes Effective 7-1-2007

Recent educational sessions have brought the
topic to light again, and this time companies
are listening.
Q: Can a Sole Proprietorship have more than
one owner?
A: NO
Q: Is there such a thing as a co-owner in a
Sole Proprietorship?
A: NO
Q: If two or more individuals share the
profit/loss, can you have a Sole Proprietorship
with co-owners?

IOWA - Farms – The normally excluded
Corporate Officers and Family Members will
now be covered under the Workers
Compensation Policy and subject to the
normal Inclusion & Exclusion Endorsements.
MISSOURI – All Risks – Workers Compensation
The minimum for Corporate Officers or LLC
members will be $359.62 per week with the
maximum remaining at $500. You may need to
adjust your ‘programming’ to accommodate
the .62 cents for the minimum.
Officers, members of LLC’s, partners, and sole
proprietors may assign 10% of their payroll to
code #8810 or #8742.

A: NO

IAACS 2008 Annual
Seminar Report
We would like to thank all of the attendees at
the 2008 IAACS Annual Seminar in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. If you could not attend this year, please
mark your calendar for the next IAACS Annual
Seminar in 2009.
Some of the topics from this year’s seminar included:
• Spark Your Success - Joe Tyre, the general manager of Values Coach America,
discussed practical strategies that increase personal and professional success.
• Getting It Together - Christina Randle, named Dallas’s Most Organized Person
by D Magazine, described the acclaimed EDGE methodology for organizing
workflow and life. This was a general overview of the concepts covered in our
Getting the EDGE seminar, which helps professionals recapture their energy
and increase productivity and creativity in all aspects of their life. Most people
report that they gain an hour each day of productivity after applying
these tools.
• Auditing Subcontractor Exposure: Or Are You? - This session reviewed the
basic rules of auditing subcontractors and delved further into rules regarding
mobile equipment, hired auto, independent contractors, and casual and
contract labor rules.
• Workers’ Compensation Classification Code Changes - Richard Burnett, the
central region field operations team leader for NCCI, presented the NCCI
classification research initiatives and classification changes that have occurred.
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2007-2008 IAASW
Board of Directors
President
Ronald C. Dylong, APA,
CIPA, CPCU
Executive Vice President
Kelly Wayne Kovar
First Vice President
Penny Martin
Treasurer
Saundra J. Hamel
Secretary
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First Year Director
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Second Year Director
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Third Year Director
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Contract Workers as Employees in Texas
Submitted by Jon Koppelman
There are many permutations in the employer/independent
contractor matrix. The Texas Supreme Court has ruled in
Entergy v. Summers that the employees of a subcontractor – in
this case, International Maintenance Corp (IMC) – can be
considered employees of the general contractor. The United
Steel Workers cry foul: without the remedy of tort liability,
they argue, employers can get away with murder.
This case brings us to the heart of workers’ comp system.
Entergy hired IMC to perform maintenance, including "water
and turbine-related, generator-related work" at its plant in
Sabine, LA. In the contract, Entergy defined IMC as an
“independent contractor” but also stipulated that Entergy
could use a “statutory employee” defense against liability. An
addendum to the contract recognized Entergy as the statutory
employer of IMC employees (while IMC remained the “direct
employer”). Most significant for our purposes, Entergy paid
the workers compensation premiums on all IMC employees
working on their premises. (Of course, IMC employees were
not parties to the written agreements between their employer
and Entergy.)
When John Summers was injured, he collected workers comp.
However, he subsequently sued Entergy as a third party for
negligence. Entergy sought dismissal under summary
judgment, arguing that it was a general contractor and
Summers' virtual employer and was thus shielded from tort
liability. First they won, then they lost on appeal. Finally, at
the Texas Supreme Court, they won again.
The court relied on a couple of definitions:
• A “subcontractor” is a person who contracts with a
general contractor to perform all or part of the work or
services that the GC has undertaken to perform. With
equipment maintenance a key part of Entergy
operations, the IMC people appear to fall under
this definition.
• The court goes on to say that a premises owner is not
precluded from meeting the definition of “general
contractor.” (The appeals court based its reinstatement
of the claim in part on this issue.)

Comp vs. Tort Liability
Here's how the steelworkers frame the issue:
Workers’ compensation was never intended to compensate an
injured worker fully and deals only with compensation; not
prevention of an unsafe workplace. Benefits decrease
dramatically regardless of the severity of the injury. Even
though a worker may not be recovered or be able to fully
recover, he or she is thrown out of the system when the
benefits end. Workers’ compensation also does not include
non-economic damages like the pain and suffering of a
worker burned severely on the job and the costs his or her
family bear because of the injury.
This is an interesting argument, but one that butts up against
the very nature of workers comp, which is by definition the
“exclusive remedy” for workplace injuries involving
employees. To be sure, the benefits provided for catastophic
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injury are often inadequate. Comp does not take into account
pain and suffering. It is by nature “no fault” – its goal is to
cover medical costs and replace lost wages. There are built-in
limitations in benefits that come into play as you go from
state to state. It's an imperfect system. Nonetheless, comp
provides the primary protection for workers across
the country.
While the Steelworkers Union finds no incentive in the comp
system to provide a safe workplace, employers (and general
contractors) are penalized for high losses. Comp is experience
rated: this year's losses translate into future increases in cost.
To be sure, employers in IMC's line of work – energy-related
companies – often have poor safety records (did someone
mention BP?). Once the “exclusive remedy” protection is
breached – as happened with the explosions at the BP plant –
liability soars into the stratosphere.
The steelworkers’ argument is not really with the “probusiness” Texas Supreme Court - it is with the nature of
workers comp itself. Comp is a no-fault system designed to
protect employees who suffer work-related injuries. It also
protects employers by limiting their liability. Comp is not
perfect. The benefits can be stingy. But once an employeremployee relationship is established, comp is the exclusive
remedy in all but a very few cases. Once Entergy took on the
payment of workers comp premiums for IMC workers, the
potential for tort recovery all but disappeared.
This article was reprinted with permission from Lynn, Ryan,
& Associates. The original article can be found at
http://www.workerscompinsider.com/archives/000789.html.

IAASW News
By Sharon E. Engle
Our February Mini Edu-Seminar was a
success. We had 18 people attend.
Here is a brief recap of the program:
USL & H
Bradley T Soshea, Director of Longshore & Harbor Workers’
Compensation programs for the US Department of Labor,
gave a PowerPoint presentation that covered examples of
USL & H and Jones Act workers and their jurisdiction. He
also examined legal cases, specifically why many cases
attempt jurisdiction of Jones Act—its lawsuits pay 30-50
percent of the recovery fee to the attorney. Or, in other words,
attorneys like money. LHWDA attorneys only receive an
hourly fee subject to review and approval by DLHWC.
Oil & Gas
The second speaker spent his career in the oil and gas
industry and he is now a college professor. He presented the
different types of oil production operations in terms that
auditors could understand, which really helped us understand
the various duties of jobs in the oil and gas industry. The
speaker was obtained through OSHA.
The whole experience was very enlightening, so be sure to
join us for future edu-seminars.
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President
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Executive Vice President
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Treasurer
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Certificate Tips
By Joel Parquette, IAA of Kentucky
How many times have you gone to an insured’s
office to complete an audit, only to find them
unprepared? Do you ever make suggestions to the
insured to help them prepare for the audit and help
make your audit easier and better? Every auditor
has an idea of who this will be when they make
the appointment.
Right now, you’re probably thinking about general
contractors. They need time to get certificates of
insurance, get updated certificates, and so on. Then
when you do arrive for the audit, the insured gives
you a list of subs and an unorganized stack or folder
of certificates of insurance. How are you going to
check these? How much extra time are you going to
have to spend?
This is the perfect time to make suggestions to the
insured on how to keep better track of the certificates
of insurance. Keep in mind that most suggestions
that will make your audit better will also make the
insured’s work easier. Try to keep your suggestions
to ones that do not really cost the insured extra
money or take more of their time than they would
otherwise spend on the audit.
In this case, you are dealing with a general
contractor with unorganized certificates of insurance,
so suggest the insured purchase a large three-ring
binder. This binder can then be divided into 12
sections, one section for each calendar month. The
dividers can be purchased, they can be file folders,
or heavy sheets of paper with tabs attached. The
insured will then keep an alphabetical index of
subcontractors with the month the sub’s certificate
expires in the front of the binder.
Have the insured file the certificates by the month
they expire. For the subcontractors that the insured
uses repeatedly, this becomes easy for the insured.
Once a month the insured will call the subcontractors
to get the updated certificates of insurance. This will
only take the insured a few minutes each month

instead of a few hours shortly before the audit. Since
certificates of insurance list the subcontractor’s agent
and the agent’s phone number, the insured could
also call the agent directly for an updated certificate.
Also remind the insured that the sooner they obtain a
certificate of insurance from a new subcontractor, the
fewer surprises the insured will have down the road.
Ideally, the insured should have a certificate before a
subcontractor ever starts work. This is also the
easiest time for a subcontractor to get a certificate for
the insured because the subcontractor wants to keep
the general contractor happy and get more work from
them. It is much more difficult to obtain a certificate
after the relationship ends between the general
contractor and subcontractor.
If the insured has different time periods for their
workers’ compensation and general liability policies,
the insured can always keep two binders. One binder
can be used to track workers’ compensation
certificates and the other for general liability
certificates. This is also best for general contractors
with many subcontractors. Remind the insured it is
better to always keep more than the current
certificate to make sure the time period worked by
the subcontractor is covered.
If the insured worries about the time to set this up
and keep up with the binders, remind them of how
much time they spent getting items together for your
audit and that a few minutes each month is easier
than a few hours each year.
So the next time you are at an audit, do not be afraid
to take a few extra minutes to make suggestions to
the insured. Often everyone wins. And remember,
you also might be the auditor coming back next year.
If you are not, the next auditor will be thankful for
your consideration and someday you might be
thankful for the consideration of another auditor.
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From the NSIPA Bylaws/Ethics Chairman
By Ray E. Fitchner, CPCU, APA, CIPA

Sometimes I feel like the
Maytag repairman. There is
little activity in the bylaws
and ethics areas, but when
there is, it’s important.
The bylaws part of this job is
like you are the keeper of the
Monopoly rules. Everyone thinks they know
how to play Monopoly and things generally
proceed without much difficulty, but
occasionally we need to refer to the rules
(bylaws) to get us back on track. As we
operate and make decisions concerning
NSIPA, I may be called on to provide the

bylaw(s) that have an impact on how we
decide to move forward, or to interpret such
items and their impact on a decision. The
Bylaws/Ethics Chairman is also impacted by
the bylaws in that changes to the bylaws
must be addressed with proper notices to
the board, and then the change is voted on.
The ethics part of my job fortunately rarely
comes into play. However, when it does, the
entire NSIPA board and I take these matters
very seriously. I don’t really need to go into
how important ethics are to any profession,
but when situations come to light that
affect our industry, we do address them in a
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timely manner
as a board and
recommendations for
action are taken after careful consideration
of the facts.
Now that you have been totally enthralled
by my exciting jobs, please feel free to move
on to the rest of the articles you will find in
this fine publication.
Ray Fitchner is a NSIPA past president and
long-time board member on both national
and regional boards. He also serves as
NSIPA’s parliamentarian.

Regional NewsPREMIUM AUDIT SELECT
(As of April 13, 2008)
Benefactor ($5000)

Sponsor ($4000)

Supporter ($2500)

Contributor ($1000)

Partner ($500)

Premium Audit Select will give you exposure to the most qualified decision makers in this field,
differentiating your company from others and significantly enhancing your visibility.
If you have questions about joining Premium Audit Select, please contact the Executive Office at (888) 846-7472.
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Associate in Premium Auditing (APA)
Designation Program Update
By Lowell S. Young, CPCU, CLU, APA

The American Institute for
CPCU (AICPCU) and the
Insurance Institute of
America (IIA) appreciate the
long-term association
(nearly 30 years) that we
have enjoyed with the
National Society of
Insurance Premium Auditors (NSIPA).
In the early 1980s, institute personnel
worked closely with NSIPA and other
industry experts to develop the Associate
in Premium Auditing (APA) program,
a professional designation program
designed specifically for
premium auditors.
The APA program now consists of four
courses: APA 91 – Principles of Premium
Auditing, APA 92 – Premium Auditing
Applications, CPCU 520 – Insurance
Operations, Regulation, and Statutory
Accounting, plus either CPCU 540 –
Business and Financial Analysis for Risk
Management and Insurance Professionals or
CPCU 552 – Commercial Liability Risk
Management and Insurance.
APA Textbook Revisions
During 2005, the revision of APA 91 –
Principles of Premium Auditing was
completed for exams starting in
January 2006.
During 2006, APA 92 – Premium Auditing
Applications revision was completed for
exams starting in January 2007. Thanks to
those members of NSIPA who reviewed
the textbook and made suggestions
for improvements.
Both of these texts include the
educational objectives and “Develop Your
Perspectives” introductions at the
beginning of each chapter. Educational
objectives help students focus their
studies in preparation for the national
exams. “Develop Your Perspectives” help
students understand how the topics relate
to the premium auditing profession. These
“Develop Your Perspectives” introductions
answer the three following questions:
• What are the main topics covered in
the chapter?

• Why is it important to learn
these topics?
• How can you use what you will learn?
In addition to the above enhancements,
Key Word definitions are printed in the
margins. The aim is to make the textbooks
more user-friendly to enhance the
student’s comprehension and retention.
Certified Insurance Premium Auditor
(CIPA) and Certified Insurance Premium
Telephone Auditor (CIPTA)
The institutes congratulate NSIPA for
taking another step toward encouraging
its members to achieve their sponsored
Certified Insurance Premium Auditor
(CIPA) and the Certified Insurance
Premium Telephone Auditor (CIPTA)
certifications. Log on to the NSIPA website,
www.nsipa.org and click on “Resources”
and then “Professional Development” for
details and applications for the CIPA and
CIPTA certifications.
CIPA Requirements in Brief
• Business qualifications: Three years of
field experience conducting
regulatory field audits
• Educational requirements: APA
designation plus another designated
CPCU part (see NSIPA website)
• Ethical requirements: Sign the NSIPA
Code of Ethics and provide three
professional references
• Application fee: Pay fee to NSIPA
• NSIPA committee review: Applicant is
notified if approved or disapproved
for CIPA
CIPTA Requirements in Brief
• Business qualifications: Three years of
phone audit experience conducting
regulatory phone audits
• Other requirements: Same as the
requirements for CIPA above
What to do After You Earn Your APA
and CIPA
After completing the APA designation
program, you need to pass only six CPCU
exams to become a CPCU (only five exams
if you are a CIPA or CIPTA). See the
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Good News Regarding
Institute Exam Windows
Exams are offered at Prometric Testing
Centers and Institutes. The Approved
On-site Testing Centers offer many
insurance companies in four two-month
testing windows:
1. January 15 to March 15
2. April 15 to June 15
3. July 15 to September 15
4. October 15 to December 15
We encourage students to take their
exams early in the testing window. If
they are unsuccessful in the exam, they
can brush up on their weak areas and
retake the exam before the end of the
testing window.
institute’s award-winning website at
www.aicpcu.org. You can check your
progress by clicking “Student Services” and
then clicking “Web Student Advisor.” If you
have completed
an institute
course, enter
your student ID
number and
then your PIN. The advisor will show you
exactly what you need to earn the CPCU
designation or other institute designation.
Below are the locations and dates of
upcoming CPCU Conferment ceremonies*:
Philadelphia, PA
Denver, CO
Orlando, FL
Las Vegas, NV

Sept. 6-9, 2008
Aug. 29-Sept.1, 2009
Sept. 25-28, 2010
Sept. 24-27, 2011

*You must complete all education, ethics,
and experience requirements by the end
of the April 15-June 15 exam window of a
particular year in order to attend that
year’s conferment ceremony.
Another Designation Possibility
for APAs
Another popular designation among APA
completers is the Associate in Insurance

Continued on page 26

NEWSline
NSIPA Awards Presentations

By Elaine Appleton Grant

The NSIPA awards were presented during
the 2008 NSIPA Annual Seminar at the
Flamingo in Las Vegas. Please join us in
recognizing the following individuals for
their dedication to the insurance premium
audit profession.

President’s Award
The President’s Award is unique in that the
NSIPA president alone selects its recipient.

This year, Sue Grover presented the award
to Richard D. Kuharik.
Betty Gerdes Distinguished
Service Award
Betty Gerdes was the impetus behind the
Insurance Auditors Association of the
Central States and her local chapter, and so
this award recognizes individuals who
carry on her tradition of hard work and
excellence. The winner of this prestigious
award this year is Sue Grover.

been one for many years. This year, the
award was presented to Fred Lowry, Sr.

Newsline Article of the Year Award
Scott Miller, the editor of Newsline,
selected Cathy S. Minns’ article entitled
“The Auditor’s Interaction with the
Collection Department” in Newsline,
Volume 32, Issue 1 as the Article of
the Year.

In conjunction with the Annual Seminar,
NSIPA is honored to recognize the
following certifications:
CIPA Recognition
Melissa Wyzlic, APA, AIS, A, CIPA
Patricia Janack, CPCU, AIC, APA, CI
CPD Recognition
Sonia Block, CIPA, APA, CPCU, CPD
Jim Marks, CPCU, APA, CIPA, C, CPD

APA
Recognition
Lowell Young from
the American Institute for CPCU
acknowledged the institute’s appreciation
for NSIPA and the 2008 APA award
recipients:
Sarah Foust, APA
Jeffrey S. Brehm, APA
Holly A. Brobst, APA
Jeannie Habbart, APA
Holli K. Hollingsworth, APA
Andrew J. Schmitt, APA
Jaclyn Campanella, APA
David Andrew Cohen, APA
Susan Linda Jaarlock, APA
Elizabeth A. Swindell, APA
Alfred Windquist, APA
Angela Johnson, APA
Donald Moore, APA
Ric M. Watson, APA
Jeffrey L Geyer, APA
Alice V. Bretenbucher, APA
Priscilla J. Mueller, APA
Gary Carter, APA
Patrick J. Dullard, APA
Myron W. Morphew, APA
Andrea S. Gluba, APA
Seung Hyoun Kim, APA
Jeffrey Gagliardi, APA
Heather Glenn, APA
Mark A. Dierking, APA
Tony Thelen, APA
Jean E. O’Reilly, APA
Sui Lien Tran, APA
Kristina Schmidt, APA
Michael Roberts, APA
Christina Lee Jordan, APA
Theresa B. Chamberlain APA
Patrick Devine, APA
Bernard F. Kistler, Jr, APA
Cara H. O’Hara, APA
Marcine Watkins, APA
Daniel Gould, APA

Lifetime Achievement Award
NSIPA presents the Lifetime Achievement
Award to an individual who is not only an
excellent premium auditor, but who has
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The Auditor’s Interaction with
the Collection Department

This article was selected by Scott Miller, editor, as
Article of the Year for 2007-2008. It is reprinted here
as a courtesy to the author and NSIPA members.

By Cathy S. Minns, CFE

The auditor plays an important role in
the collection process of the insurance
company. Often inaccuracies in the writing
of a policy are not detected until the
auditor performs the audit, which is
usually after the policy expires. Depending
on the company, the auditor has varying
degrees of interaction with the collection
department, but the job he or she
performs has a great impact on the
ability of the collection department
to do their job.

2008 Article of the Year

30 to 45 days, and the method of billing
the producer. There are two common
producer billing plans: account current
billing and item billing.
In account current billing, the producer is
allowed to submit a statement to the
insurer that states the premiums for the
sold policies that will be paid within the
specified credit terms.
In item billing, the producer accounts
for each policy individually, and is issued

Often insurers will also direct bill the
policyholder for small commercial policies.
The producer is responsible for collecting
the original premium when a new policy
is written but subsequent billings are
mailed directly from the insurer to
the policyholder.
If a policy premium is substantial, the
policyholder may also use a premium
finance company to finance the premium,
but the premium finance companies do
not finance audits because the leverage
of canceling the policy-in-force is
nonexistent after the policy has expired.
Another issue that arises in the process of
issuing the audit advice is the number of
producers involved in the writing of the
policy. Often the producer shown on the
policy has written the policy through a
sub-broker or agent who has the
relationship with the insured. If the insured
is direct billed for the policy, often the
audit invoice will reach the insured before
the audit advice does as the audit advice is
usually mailed to the broker who reviews
it and sends it to the sub-broker.
Therefore, the insured is often presented
with a large additional premium and must
pay the invoice in full within 30 days
without the benefit of premium financing.

When an audit advice is issued, the
financial or collection department of an
insurance company issues an invoice with
an additional or return premium.
How this process is handled depends
on the contract that the agent or broker
has with the insurance company and
the credit terms extended through
those contracts.
A contract with an agent or broker will
state the credit terms, which are usually

a billing statement by the insurer of
the premiums booked within the last
billing period.
The contract also addresses audits and
bonds separately as they cannot be
cancelled like a policy-in-force. Usually the
producer is given a certain number of days
in which to turn the audit back to the
company as uncollectible so that the
agency is not held responsible for the
payment of the audit.

While this process may be transparent to
the auditor, the quality of the product
directly affects the company and
producer’s ability to collect the premium.
The time in which the audit advice is
issued, the invoice is produced, and
payment is due is relatively short—
approximately 30 days. If the exposure
shown on the audit advice is incorrect,
then the producer has very little time to
discover the error and turn the audit back
or get a correction issued.
It is extremely important that the auditor
discuss the audit findings with a person
who will be responsible for paying the
invoice. This discussion should include the
exposure shown on the policy versus the
exposure derived from the audit, any
classification changes, and the rationale

Continued on page 22
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NEWSline
New
Members, New Ideas
By Mario Fiel

It recently occurred to me
that I am entering the start
of my 30th year in the
premium audit industry. I
reflected on the many
individuals that were
responsible for getting me
involved back in 1978. Many
of them are no longer active, have retired,
or passed on.
This also prompted another thought. The
average age of the current membership of
NSIPA, and for that matter the premium
audit industry, I would guess is somewhere
in the 50’s. An association with an aging
membership can become stagnant and
thus will not thrive.
With the numerous changes in the
insurance industry, there are many new
premium auditors that have joined either
an insurance carrier or an outsourcing
company. Do you have a few people in
mind? What about someone you know
that has been in the audit industry, yet
never attends an association meeting?

Every member of NSIPA shares a
responsibility for recruiting and inviting
prospective members to join. Actually,
NSIPA’s future depends on the fulfillment
of this responsibility. We must all identify
the prospective members, communicate
the benefits of our membership, and
convince them to join the local and
regional associations, as well as NSIPA.
These new members bring possible new
ideas that can be of benefit to the
premium audit industry as a whole.
In addition to providing new ideas, new
members bring a new outlook and
enthusiasm to the association. Getting
involved at the local association level or
the regional level can be a springboard to
the national level. Both the local and
regional associations are always looking
for volunteers to deliver presentations at
the meetings. Volunteers can gain
experience in handling the regional vice
president position on the NSIPA board.

These new
members can
also volunteer their
services by joining a committee or
running for a position on the various
NSIPA project groups.
Speaking of joining a committee, the
membership committee chair will
probably be open as of July 1, the
beginning of our fiscal year. There are also
several other committees or project
groups that need volunteers.
Please feel free to contact either Sue
Grover or me if you have any interest in
this committee, or volunteering your
services to assist in the continued growth
of the premium audit industry.
Mario Fiel is the national sales director for
Overland Solutions, Inc. in Manchester, New
Hampshire. He is also NSIPA’s immediate past
president and serves as the chairman for
nominations and seminar planning.

Advertise in Newsline

Newsline Display Advertisement Rates
Ad Frequency

1x

2x

4x

1/2 Page*
1/6 Page

$255
$160

$245
$155

$230
$145

Ad sizes:
• 1/2 Page (Vert) ....................................................4 x 10.75 inches
• 1/2 Page (Horiz) ....................................................8.25 x 5 inches
• 1/6 Page ......................................................................4 x 3.5 inches
Typesetting, layout, other: Cost plus 15%
Newsline Classifieds
The cost for each job posting in a single issue of the Newsline is $50 for
50 words or less. Please include $10 for each additional 10 words.
Contact NSIPA at (888) 84-NSIPA to place your ad.

New WC Min/Max Rates and General Liability Now Available!
Thanks to Gene Bowers, NSIPA treasurer and vice president of premium audit for Lowry & Associates,
the updated WC Min/Max Rates and General Liability are now complete and updated on the membersonly area of the NSIPA website. This service is free to all members, so be sure to take advantage!
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National Treasure III – The Lost Premiums
By Robert Frenzer, APA, CIPA, AIS

I have noticed a disturbing
new trend of using “cash
employees” in place of
traditional employees,
especially in the
construction industry. While
this isn’t new, I have seen
more cases in the last few
years and larger companies electing this
strategy than I have ever seen before.
These companies eliminate their entire
staff of hourly or salaried employees
and convert those employees into
“subcontractors,” and in the process
convert most of the premium that should
exist to pay claims into thin air.
These “Lost Premiums” create a problem
for the workers’ compensation system and
honest employers by causing rates to
increase, since losses remain basically the
same while premiums dramatically
decrease. This situation is especially
difficult for premium audit departments to
detect because the significant exposure is
now spread among many smaller
employers and one-person contractors
who have minimum premium policies that
appear to have no exposure. If these
“subcontractors” hire employees, the
insurance company might never find out
due to no-response audits and poor
recordkeeping by the “subcontractor.”
Possibly the most serious problem is the
loss of underwriting information, with no
clue for the underwriter that they have a
potential large loss waiting to happen.
One key to detecting potential large losses
is frequency of losses for an insured, since
a pattern of loss activity can indicate poor
risk controls and a potential large loss. The
small “subcontractors” will self-insure many
small losses so they do not have to deal
with the insurance company and reveal
their true operations, thus masking the
true frequency of losses.
Let’s analyze how these premium
avoidance schemes are structured and
why the premium disappears. Assume
company X today has 50 employees doing

carpentry work for various general
contractors. Company X has always had a
workers’ compensation policy and paid
premiums for those employees. One day
Mr. X decides he would like to avoid
paying workers’ compensation premiums,
so he eliminates all of his employees.

probably not covered on their own policy,
but they will have their claim paid by the
general contractor’s insurance policy if
something does happen. A claims
specialist recently summarized claims
paying practices very well, when he told
me in a meeting, “When there is a loss,

Mr. X explains to his
employees they are
going to be terminated
BUT they may continue
to work as “independent
contractors” as long as
they purchase a workers’
compensation policy of
their own. The newly
terminated employees
ask, “But won’t this be
expensive?” to which Mr.
X replies, “No,” because
as a sole proprietor they
are not included on the
policy and pay no
premium, plus they get
back almost all the
premium every year to
pay the next year’s
premium. And since they
are now in business for
themselves, they can hire
anybody they want to
work for them, and if
they “forget” to tell the
insurance company,
there is no cost for those
employees either! And
because Mr. X is such a
nice guy, he will even
pay the first year’s
premium for the new
“subcontractor.” A
premium that might
have been $4000 or
more if this had been an
employee now becomes
a one-time payment of less than $1000
with subsequent annual payments of
around $100. A great deal – for Mr. X.

some insurance company is going to pay.
The courts look around and will make sure
somebody’s policy pays.”

The most dangerous part of this type of
scheme is that the sole proprietor is

For common law employees such as these,
the hiring contractor’s policy will respond,

Continued on page 28
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NEWSline
The
Future of Premium Audit
By Mike Max

As we progress as premium
auditors over the next two
to five years, many
challenges, both new and
old, will face us. New
technologies will arrive,
some now unknown,
requiring quick and
effective adoption to
maintain our leadership position in the
world market. New processes will be
introduced to streamline the
audit function, allowing less time
for administration and more for
quality, accurate audits for our
customers. We will have to break
many old habits; the word “habit”
itself has become associated with
an antiquated thinker: the “old”
in “old school,” resistant to
that which is necessary for
success: CHANGE.
By 2012, auditors will be entirely
wireless, with voice-activated
communication for receipt of and
response to demands from
internal and external customers.
Virtually all audit appointments
will be made and confirmed via
email, with instant wireless
schedule updates. The auditor
will rarely have to dial a phone
number – just check the cell or
Blackberry screen. Information
flow from insureds to agents to
underwriting to audit to billing will be
seamless and instant. An openness and
ability to quickly adopt these new
technologies will be a basic job
requirement for any premium auditor.
These new technologies and efficiencies
will save and create the auditor’s most
valuable asset: time. Time to spend with
insureds and their businesses. Time to
research the exact code to describe a risk.
Time to communicate a critical change to
an underwriter. Time to invest in
continuing education and knowledge of
the audit function. Time to prepare
themselves for the next promotion. Time
to sit down to dinner with the family, or
read a book to a son or daughter. Time –

while we may have more of it, we will be
faced with more opportunities to use,
invest, or waste it than ever before.

As the Hispanic population continues to
grow over the next five years, the need for
bilingual auditors will continue to grow. A
working knowledge of Spanish, now of
benefit to an auditor, will become virtually
essential to proper communication and
understanding an audit. Chinese, Arabic,

Russian, and Portuguese populations will
also continue to mushroom, opening
global opportunities for all who can
communicate with them.
The audit function will evolve as well,
becoming ever more precise for
management of risk and profit for both
insureds and providers. Many carriers will
adopt an “employee-only” sentiment to
the audit function. Others will be so
overwhelmed that they will completely
trust others to do this critical work. Still
others will struggle to achieve the “proper”
balance of in-house and vendor labor to
optimally balance costs with results.
Regardless of strategy, quality, timely, and
accurate audits, and knowledge of the
premium audit function will separate the

winners from
the also-rans. All
this will occur in a growth
market that will continue to outpace many
competitors’ ability to serve: a market that
will richly reward the nimble and capable
while punishing the slow and inept. The
audit function will no longer be an
evolution – it will become a revolution.

Even with these new skill sets, the
premium auditor of 2012 will still need
core business skills: skills just as valuable in
2012 as they were in 1972. The auditor
must walk the walk, keeping commitments
to insureds, agents, underwriters, fellow
auditors, and managers. Our business
associates must be able to rely on our
word. If we promise, we must deliver, and
over-deliver if possible. Show up on time
or a few minutes early. Always be willing to
learn a new skill or be taught by others;
don’t ever be the “old dog.” If you think
you know it all, ask around, and others will
tell and show you otherwise. Return
communications immediately, if not
sooner. Nothing says unprofessional like
an unreturned request, letter, email, or call.
Work smart AND hard. Outwork,
outprepare, and outproduce your peers.
Rise to your full potential, then increase
your potential and rise again.
Say “please” and “thank you.” Be humble,
but not a doormat. Be confident, but not a
blowhard. Be a mentor to someone less
skilled than yourself, both personally and
professionally; you will both be better for
it. Be a good student as well. Never stop
learning from your customer, manager,
clergyman, parents, spouse, or child.
While the auditor of the future fires up the
electric/gas/ethanol/hydrogen engine in
her new 2013 Chevrolet Impala, she must
carry the perfect blend of all essential
skills, both new and old. With the most
modern technological resources, personal
skills, and a classic business sensibility at
her disposal, undoubtedly this forwardlooking insurer will dominate the market
well into this young millennium.
Mike Max is a senior premium auditor at AIG
in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Handling a Difficult Customer
By Kurt Lang, APA, CIPA, CPCU

Completing an audit on a
complicated risk is
challenging in itself. If you
have to deal with a difficult
person when completing
the audit, the challenge
becomes even greater. But
since we can’t avoid or
rarely predict these events, we should
prepare ourselves.
These difficulties show up in many
different ways. You may be engaged in a
great discussion when all of a sudden you,
strike a nerve. The person you are
speaking to suddenly becomes quiet or
even hostile. Then there is the contact
that either hates insurance, hates the audit
process, or is just having a bad day. What
about a contact that won’t give you
answers no matter how many open-ended
questions you ask? My least favorite is the
customer who wants to challenge every
question that you ask. It’s ironic that we
remember the unfriendly customers more
than those who are very cooperative.

There is much more behind each of these
strategies and you will need to read the
book in order to fully comprehend each of
them. The key point I want to make is that
you need to have your own strategy for
handling these situations. Training can
range from reading books related to this
topic or getting some customer relations
training from your employer. Being
prepared will hopefully give the auditor a
level of confidence to make it through
these unwelcome encounters.

conflict
before it
unfolds. But in
most cases, dealing
with a difficult customer cannot be
predicted. If you can stay calm, defuse the
hostility, create a favorable climate, have
the customer save face while getting to a
satisfactory agreement, just think of how
proud you will feel. That becomes the
audit visit you will truly remember.

We are in the people business, and there
will be days when people won’t be so nice
to you. Some situations are not totally
unexpected. You may be forewarned by
reading a copy of last year’s audit, or you
may be experienced enough to foresee a

Kurt Lang is the premium audit manager at
Safeco Insurance in Cedar Park, Texas. He is
also the senior vice president of NSIPA.

So what do we do when faced with a
hostile customer? There are numerous
books that provide guidelines for these
situations. One of the best books I have
read is called Getting Past No; Negotiating
with Difficult People. The author is William
Ury who also wrote Getting to Yes. Here
are his basic strategies:
• Don’t react. Control your
own behavior.
• Disarm your opponent. You need to
defuse any negative emotions.
• Change the game. Create a favorable
negotiating climate.
• Make it easy to say “yes.” You need to
help the other person save face and
make the outcome appear as
a victory.
• Make it hard to say “no.” You need to
deploy your power without making
the other person your enemy.
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Rules
and Tools Can Reduce Junk Email
By Tam Harber

Simple steps like setting a policy and
using features of Microsoft Office
Outlook and Microsoft Exchange
keep spam and other unwanted
email under control.
The level of spam today can be
overwhelming for any company. Some
estimates say as much as 60 percent of all
email messages are spam. But it is an
especially big burden for small and
midsize businesses, which may not have a
full-time IT manager or other resources to
combat the problem. Fortunately, some
basic rules and tools can help you and
your employees get spam under control.
The rules to combat spam
First, establish the rules. Tell your
employees and, more important, explain
why you're putting the rules into place.
Once they understand how it can not only
improve their work lives, but also protect
their computers and data, employees will
be eager to follow the policy and learn the
tools. Here are some rules to follow:
1. Minimize exposure of email
addresses on the Web. Spammers
troll public websites and collect
these addresses. Consider using
a general email, such as
info@yourcompany.com, on
your website. If you sign up for a
newsletter or online service, use a
secondary e-mail from a free service,
such as HotMail.
2. Carefully read privacy policies when
making purchases or signing up for
subscriptions. Make sure to uncheck
any boxes that signal consent to
distribute your email address.
3. Never reply to spam. Even a request
to unsubscribe will confirm that
your email address is valid.
4. Never forward chain emails, which
will distribute your email address
far and wide.
Microsoft tools that help
Second, learn how to use the tools in
Microsoft Office Outlook and Microsoft
Exchange. Many smaller businesses don't

realize that these tools can screen email
for certain addresses, words, domains, or
attachments, says Steve Turner, CEO of
Turner Time Management LLC, a Chicagobased firm that offers productivity training
on computers and other electronic tools.
Microsoft Outlook automatically screens
for obvious spam, and you can configure it
to screen for more specific attributes.
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007, for
example, has an Intelligent Message Filter
(in SP2 for Exchange 2003) that performs
this function.
Outlook's junk email filter is a
powerful aide.
1. To configure, from within Outlook
2003 or 2007, click on Actions, then
Junk email, then Junk email options.
2. You'll see a series of tabs: Options,
Safe Senders, Safe Recipients, and
Blocked Senders.

3. Under Options, you can set the
program for no filtering, low
filtering, high filtering, or to accept
mail only from your safe senders list.
Some employees may configure the junk
email options initially, including whatever
email addresses they want accepted
or blocked. But you can build the
configuration if you right-click on emails
as they come in, selecting the junk-mail
option, and adding them to one of
the lists.
Use Outlook rules
In fact, convincing employees to right-click
on an email can increase productivity in
several ways, says Mike Song, CEO of email
training company Cohesive Knowledge
Solutions in Guilford, Connecticut, and
author of the book, The Hamster Revolution:

Continued on page 26
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NSIPA Problem Clinic
By Sharon E. Engle

The following are True/False
Questions pertaining to
General Liability Insured and
Subcontractor Total Cost.
Answer the questions, and
send your answers to the
Executive Office at
nsipa@nsipa.org. Answer
correctly and be the first to
send in your response, and you will a win a
wonderful item of NSIPA merchandise!
Good luck!
1. “Your Work,” defined under
Commercial General Liability Coverage
Form, means only the work the insured’s
employees perform.
True False
2. There are eleven Contractors –
subcontracted work Classifications.
True False

3. Total Cost includes fees, bonuses, labor,
materials and equipment furnished, used
or delivered for use in the execution of
the work.
True False
4. Engineers, attorneys and engineering fees
are included in Total Cost.
True False
5. The materials are not included if the
insured purchases materials for the
insured’s employees and subcontractors to
use in the execution of the work.
True False
6. If an insured purchased a piece of fully
assembled equipment, but hired a
subcontractor to only place the equipment
with no additional work performed on the
equipment by the subcontractor; the
equipment cost would be excluded.
True False

7. If a general contractor hired a
subcontractor to perform work and stated
in the contract if the job was completed 30
days early they would receive a 15 percent
bonus; the bonus would be included.
True False
8. If the insured utilizes inadequately
insured subcontractors on a jobsite they are
treated as if they are employees of the
insured. They would be assigned to the
class code that describes their operation at
the particular jobsite.
True False
9. The industry standard for adequately
insured subcontractors is
$100,000/$100,000 and Binders
are acceptable.
True False
10. If the insured hired an adequately
insured subcontractor, like a trucking
company, to deliver equipment and then
unload and load check to make sure the
equipment was working properly at the
jobsite, the cost would be included in
Total Cost.
True False
Sharon Engle is the premium audit manager
at Unitrin Business Insurance in Dallas, Texas.
She is also the regional vice president of
IAASW and the education/library chair
for NSIPA.
Answers to NSIPA Problem Clinic
from Newsline, Volume 32, Issue 2

General Liability
Sign Manufacturing and Installation,
Service and Repair
#59057 – Sign Mfg. Electrical - $2,675,000
#59058 – Sign Mfg. NOC - $1,200,000
#98993 – Sign Installation,
Service or Repair - $321,600
#91805 – Draftsperson - $71,000
#11201 – Crane Rental
with Operator - $825,000
#91581 – Contractors Subcontracted with
Construction not Buildings $475,000
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NEWSline
The Last Word:
Do
the Audit Associations Have A Role Anymore?
By Scott Miller, CPCU, CIPA, APA, Editor

In November
2007 a joint
survey was
conducted by the
CPCU Society
Member Opinion
Panel and U.S.
insurance
consumers. The
survey found confidence had
eroded in the aftermath of
the controversial denial of
homeowner’s claims after
Hurricane Katrina and in the
wake of allegations of insurance
fraud in certain highly
publicized lawsuits.
For those of us with a
significant financial, emotional,
and career investment in the
insurance business, the results
of this survey come as a
warning to continued
satisfaction with our work life.
Angry consumers are less likely
to develop loyalty toward their
agents, carriers, and auditors.
Already nearly 40 percent of consumers
think it is OK to “pad” an insurance claim.
Less confidence in the insurance industry
can only contribute to this way
of thinking.
Consumers who mistrust the insurance
business are more likely to use the
regulators to control our business. In 2007
the New Hampshire legislature enacted a
120-day time limit to complete the audit
because consumers did not trust their
carrier to complete the audit in a
reasonable time after policy expiration.
The original bill had a 30-day time limit to
complete the audits!
The Vermont legislature passed a bill in
2007 that required the Department of
Insurance to gather information about the
accuracy of the classifying of the
employers in the state. This action was
initiated in response to an article in a
Vermont periodical asserting major
classification errors. Vermont had mistrust
that their system was functioning fairly,
and the legislature reacted.

But what does this have to do with the
audit associations? Auditors may be the
only insurance representatives that meet
regularly and calmly with consumers.
Claims people have interactions with
consumers but often in stressful situations.
Loss control representatives meet with the
consumer but these visits can be rare.
Occasionally an underwriter meets with an
insured. It is premium audit that is on the
point of consumer interaction, so we are
on the point with consumer satisfaction!
Where do we obtain the skills to build
consumer confidence? At the
association meetings!
We all have great resources within our
local, regional and national associations,
specifically our fellow auditors. We have
all had to explain difficult concepts to
customers regarding insurance principles,
classifications, rules, premium base, and
adjustments to rates. These concepts are
often far from the contact person’s frame
of reference, but we have to bring the
insured to our way of thinking to, at a
minimum, convince them the audit is

accurate so that they will pay the bill. At
most, the contact will internalize the
concepts and promote them on our behalf
with their organization.
On the Chinese calendar, 2008 is the Year
of the Rat. Let’s make 2008 the “Year of
Communication” for premium audit. Have
meetings at your local associations that
focus on communication. It can be fun! At
the association meetings you can learn
about different communication styles, how
to work with resistance, and how to turn
adversarial situations into symbiotic
relationships. With your participation, our
associations have greater potential now
than ever.
Scott Miller is the director of premium audit
at Acadia Insurance Company, and he is the
editor of Newsline.
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Classifieds

Account Executive - Boston, MA
Overland Solutions

WANT TO BE WHERE THE
ACTION IS?
Looking for the chance to step into an established
territory with tons of growth potential? Overland
Solutions, Inc., is the leading national provider of
premium audit, loss control and inspection
services, and we are looking for a Sales Account
Executive to join our team in the Boston, MA
area. This person will service existing customers
and aggressively pursue new business in a multistate territory. OSI offers a very competitive
package of base + commissions, a company
vehicle and career growth opportunities with the
industry leader.

IF YOU MEET THESE
QUALIFICATIONS —
WE WANT TO TALK TO YOU
• Business to Business C level
sales experience
• Self driven/motivated/previous
competitive background
• Significant property/casualty
commercial lines experience preferred
• Previous commercial
Licensing preferred
• Requires 75% travel
• Experience selling a
professional service
Check out our web site at www.olsi.net
All offers are contingent upon successful
background check and drug screen.
Apply directly to
www.olsi.net/JobOpportunities.aspx or
e-mail resume and salary expectations to
osi.hr@olsi.net.

Account Executive Western and Central California
Overland Solutions

WANT TO BE WHERE THE
ACTION IS?
Looking for the chance to step into an established
territory with tons of growth potential? Overland
Solutions, Inc., is the leading national provider of
premium audit, loss control and inspection
services, and we are looking for a Sales Account
Executive to join our team in the Western and
Central California area. This person will service
existing customers and aggressively pursue new
business in a multi-state territory. OSI offers a
very competitive package of base + commissions,
a company vehicle and career growth
opportunities with the industry leader.

IF YOU MEET THESE
QUALIFICATIONS —
WE WANT TO TALK TO YOU
• Business to Business C level
sales experience
• Self driven/motivated/previous
competitive background
• Significant property/casualty
commercial lines experience preferred
• Previous commercial
Licensing preferred
• Requires 75% travel
• Experience selling a
professional service
Check out our web site at www.olsi.net
All offers are contingent upon successful
background check and drug screen.
Apply directly to
www.olsi.net/JobOpportunities.aspx or
e-mail resume and salary expectations to
osi.hr@olsi.net.

Manager/Premium Audit
Everest National Insurance Company
Everest National Insurance Company, a member
of the Everest Re Group, Ltd., is currently seeking
a Premium Audit Manager for our headquarters in
Liberty Corner, New Jersey (Exit 33 off I-78).
Primary responsibilities include:
Development and implementation of Premium
Audit procedures, guidelines and utilization
impacting Everest's Program Administrators and
direct business units as assigned or identified.
Analyze and manage Premium Audit department
work management system and other Everest
systems impacting premium audit. This includes
initiating, managing and verification of
appropriate system & work flow changes.
Manage premium audit companies utilized by
Everest to achieve and maintain quality, time
service and cost effective standards and serve as a
liaison between the vendors and Everest Premium
Audit Department.
This position will be accountable for Premium
Audit vendor performance providing service
oversight and reporting vendor performance.
Development of new audit companies as
necessary, meeting Everest quality and time
service requirements, and management of all
active premium audit companies including work
assignments, on-going communications and
performance management
Serve as a resource for department and contract
reviewers, assessing reviewer analysis of audit
findings and recommending appropriate actions.
Serve as a resource for Administrators and
business units concerning such matters such as
effective audit strategies, classifications and basis
of premium for commercial lines policies.
Review and handle assigned premium audit
disputes to determine whether the dispute has
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merit and the appropriate action based on that
determination. This would also include
assignment of re-audits if needed and internal /
external communication of dispute findings and
planned actions as appropriate.
Assist Everest National Premium Audit
Department in meeting WCIRB and other
applicable Test Audit programs results and
successfully achieving improvement plans. This
would include management & reporting results;
implementation of effective compliance plans and
strategies; and preparing & initiating Test Audit
challenges of audit findings as appropriate.
Represent Everest National during legal
proceedings by providing premium audit expert
witness service on expired and current
commercial policies.
Knowledge, Skills and Other Requirements:
A minimum of 3-5 years of field premium audit
experience.
Knowledge and experience in managing State
Test programs with California audit and
classification requirements preferred
Through our competitive salary and bonus
structure, as well as a diversified suite of benefits,
we are committed to recruiting and retaining the
most talented individuals in the industry. Our
attractive array of benefits includes a 401k plan,
pension plan, tuition reimbursement, medical,
dental, vision, life and group legal plans.
Everest offers a dynamic work environment and a
competitive compensation and benefit package.
We will contact only those candidates in whom
we have a continuing interest. EOE/AA.
Applicant must be a U.S. Citizen or Green Card
Holder.
TO APPLY - PLEASE VISIT OUR CAREER
PAGE ON OUR CORPORATE WEBSITE AT
WWW.EVERESTRE.COM

Premium Audit Position
Associated Insurance Services
Positions available for motivated, experienced
full/part time premium auditors in CA, Louisiana,
NV & TX.
3+ years experience preferred. Trainees welcome
to apply for upcoming
training class.
Position entails auditing risks, performing
physical or phone audits, completing reports and
submitting to home office. Some positions will
also require review and/or field training of new
hires. Ca experience a +, as well as strong NCCI
knowledge. These position may lead to
management position in the future.
Visual Audit software experience a +.
All positions will be employee based. Benefits
will be available for full time employees after
probationary period to include medical, 401k and
other options.
Send resume to hrpremiumauditjobs@gmail.com
or fax to (800) 724-9517.

NEWSline
SAVE THE DATE!
NSIPA & IAASW 2009 Annual Seminar
April 15-17, 2009 • San Antonio, TX
Hyatt Regency
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The Auditor’s Interaction Continued from page 12
for those changes. It is helpful to back-up
this discussion by citing the workers’
compensation manual or Scopes Manual,
if applicable. The auditor should also
document this process on the audit
worksheets so that anyone reviewing the
audit will know that the auditor has
already discussed the findings with the
insured. Additionally, it is helpful to relay
these findings to the agent or broker.
While it seems redundant to say, it is
equally important for the audit exposure
to be correct. A short discussion with a
producer will enlighten one as to how
auditors have picked up exposure for the
wrong period or made other such errors
that cause grief for the producer in the
collection process with the short time
frame involved. Again, the final discussion
with the insured as to audit findings
should go a long way in preventing this
from happening.

The auditor should also be cautious when
obtaining information from the insured’s
accountant. While the accountant
maintains the insured’s records, the auditor
could miss critical facts about the business
by not meeting with the insured and
touring the operations. Again, if the
information is obtained from the
accountant, the auditor should contact the
person who will be responsible for paying
the bill and discuss the findings so that the
accuracy of the conclusions that are
arrived at can be tested.
Most audit departments forbid the
auditors from discussing premiums
associated with the final audit. Since the
audit still has to be reviewed, the premium
has to be determined based on the
modifications shown on the policy, and the
“advance premium billed” determined, the
auditor is doing a disservice to the client in
discussing premium.

Even when the auditor “gets it right” in
performing the audit, the audit may be
disputed. The auditor needs to determine if
the dispute is founded and either correct
the audit, if warranted, or explain why the
audit is correct as invoiced. If the audit
invoice remains unpaid after 90 days, it
becomes a non-admitted asset and
reduces the insurer’s ability to
write business.
In summary, how the audit process is
handled greatly affects the collection
process. Doing it right the first time
improves the company’s cash flow by
collecting the audit premium sooner.
Cathy S. Minns, CFE, is currently a field audit
supervisor for AIG, and worked in the
collection department of an insurance
branch office for five years supervising
financial representatives who collected both
producer-billed and direct-billed premiums.

NEIS, Inc.
908 South Meriden Road
Cheshire, CT 06410
800-210-4133
www.neis1.com

Over 50 Years of Quality and Service.
PREMIUM AUDIT &
LOSS CONTROL SERVICES
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Member Spotlight Continued from page 4
Bureau. Terri and I have gone full circle; she
is now my boss at Island Insurance. I
remember going to her office at the HIRB
and asking her questions. She would
always reply, “This is off the record, if you
want an official response, put it in writing.”
Yukio Ota and Roy Ishimura have helped
me through my years as an auditor in
Hawaii. Joan Lambert has guided me and
kept me active with the IAAW.
What do you enjoy doing for leisure?
I enjoy listening to music (classical, opera,
cross-overs, smooth jazz) and reading
(mysteries, thrillers, sci-fi).
Do you have any unique hobbies or
interests? How did you develop
that interest?
I enjoy baking breads, muffins, and scones.

A few years ago, I was diagnosed with
several ailments. I was instructed to go on
a special diet, so I read up on what I should
be eating and started checking ingredients
in what I bought. I was told to stay away
from items baked with enriched flour.
Since I had a hard time finding items with
whole grains, I learned how to bake my
own. I’m not the greatest baker but I really
enjoy it. Adjusting to the flavor of what I
bake took a while because of the whole
grain flour I use. Sometimes the breads
and pastries feel heavy and taste grainy,
but they are healthy.

What are your major goals, both
professionally and personally?
It’s really hard to say as I will be retiring in
a few months and am looking forward to
it. I’ll still keep in touch with the many
friends I’ve made in the industry as well as
at NSIPA and IAAW.
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
In ten years, if I am lucky to live that long,
I’ll be enjoying my retirement.

If you weren’t in the auditing
profession, what else would you
want to do?
I probably would still be in the travel and
hospitality industry since I enjoy traveling.

Associate in Premium Auditing Continued from page 10
Services (AIS). As an APA designee, you
need take only one course, AIS 25 –
Delivering Insurance Services, to earn the
AIS designation. This nine-assignment
course is appropriate for any insurance
professional, from the file room to the
boardroom. The course emphasizes
continuous improvement relating to
customer orientation, process

improvement, and employee involvement.
Anyone can become more effective
with a better focus on internal and
external customers.

CPCU designation. The Insurance Institute of
America establishes the education
requirements for its associate designation
programs and certificate programs.

Lowell Young is the director of content
development at AICPCU and IIA. The
American Institute for CPCU establishes and
administers the education, ethics, and
experience requirements for and confers the

For further information about the Institutes
or any of their programs, log on to their
website, www.aicpcu.org, or call customer
service at (800) 644-2101.

Rules and Tools Can Reduce Junk Mail Continued from page 17
How to Manage Your E-Mail Before It
Manages You. He recommends using
Outlook's folder system and the "create
rule" function to deal with mail that may
not be spam but isn't urgent either.
Right click on the email and choose the
"create rule" option. Here you can set up
automatic filing by checking the top box,

which designates the sender, and the
bottom box, which designates what folder
it goes into. With this system, you're
building an automatic filing system
that deflects emails into various folders,
where you can either delete or read
them later. This minimizes the number
of interruptions for employees, and
makes them much more productive.
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Tam Harbert is a Washington, D.C.–based
journalist specializing in technology,
business, and public policy. Her work has
appeared in Computerworld, CIO
Decisions, and Network World. Copyright
notice: Reprinted with permission from
©Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
www.microsoft.com/midsize.
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National Treasure III Continued from page 14
but even for true subcontractors, if there is
a lapse in coverage, the employees of the
subcontractor are considered statutory
employees and are entitled to payments –
that is, some workers’ compensation policy
is going to pay.
The premium auditor must be alert to this
type of situation, because simply using the
existence of a certificate of insurance to
indicate full coverage can leave significant
gaps. The WCRB states on their website:
“It should also be noted that just as the
existence of a certificate of insurance doesn’t
automatically mean that remuneration is
excluded, the non-existence of a certificate
for a subcontractor does not automatically
mean that remuneration is included in
any audit.”
I hear many auditors state that their
practice is to use certificates alone to
determine employment status, but this is
not enough. This approach must be
supplemented with an understanding of
the relationship between the hiring
contractor and subcontractor, focusing
especially on situations where the two
contractors are in the same business. If, for
example, a carpenter hires a carpenter, do
they work together at the same job site? If
so, there is likely direction and control from
the hiring contractor, and the

subcontractor would actually be an
employee. It is also entirely possible that
there could be multiple jobs during the
year, some of which have an employment
relationship and some where the carpenter
subcontractor worked alone, met the
statutory tests of independence, and truly
was an independent contractor. The
auditor’s investigation is the only
opportunity to reveal this truth.
When reviewing subcontractors in a
perfect situation, the auditor would do
the following:
1. Determine if each subcontractor’s
policy covered the principals: sole
proprietor, partner, LLC member, and
corporate officer.
2. Ask the insured if any of the
subcontractor policies were cancelled
during the audit period. We had this
come up at an audit, and it was only
revealed during the auditor’s review of
claims paid. A claim was paid on an
employee of such a “sub” due to the
subs policy being cancelled for noncooperation with an audit. The insured
knew the claim was paid and knew
the policy was cancelled, yet still
presented the certificate as valid until
challenged by the auditor.
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3. Determine exactly what each sub does
and how they work in relation to the
insured’s employees, especially if they
work alongside the insured’s
employees. They may well be
employees of the insured regardless
what other coverage is in place.
I realize how difficult it is to review
subcontractors and get this type of
detailed information, but it should always
be the auditor’s goal. The audit file can
be documented with information not
provided or incomplete, but at least the
auditor did their job in trying to obtain
what was needed and documenting
the challenges.
In the two National Treasure movies the
characters underwent many trials and
tribulations to reach their goals. You must
also struggle sometimes to find your “Lost
Premiums.” Your extra efforts will keep the
workers’ compensation system fair and
accurate – so enjoy the adventure!
Good hunting!
Robert Frenzer is the president of Vista
Resources, Inc. in Arlington Heights, Illinois.
He is also the interprofessional liaison
for NSIPA.
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